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Liquidity Versus Solvency
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
The ECB got it in the neck for not going far enough quick enough. This despite some pretty
powerful measures to support the banking sector. Make no mistake, the EMU needs its banking
sector on full throttle to keep credit flowing now and support as robust a recovery as possible.
The markets were not impressed with a failure to raise the PEPP size from Eur 750bn nor extend
‘temporary’ into 2021. The words are there (which probably helped prevent a further spread
widening) and were reiterated by the CB’s Chief Economist Friday. The market as ever wants
action on this and it seems a commitment to buy junk rated debt. The reference to Outright
Monetary Transactions (OMTs) as an answer to the last crisis didn’t go down too well either. That
the German Constitutional Court will make a final ruling on the legality of the PSPP this week is a
reminder of complications with any ECB asset purchase program.
The ECB is probably waiting to see what the politicians come up with. The deadline for the
European Commission to put forward a proposal for a new long-term budget approaches
(Wednesday). This includes a plan for the size and financing of the Recovery Fund. There will be
little surprise if this is delayed. The Eurogroup is scheduled to hold an ‘informal’ video conference
on the matter (Friday).
There is an argument that what is really preventing a jointly funded recovery fund (via mutualised
debt) is fear of fiscal federalism by the back door which will involve permanent transfers. This is
where economics meets politics. The European Stability Mechanism (ESM) is the obvious route to
solve this, but only if there are assurances that the stringent rules are not reinforced once
economies are back on the recovery path. The European Commission can provide sizeable
support via an expanded Budget in the form of grants. Focusing the mind, Moody’s and DBRS
rate Italian debt (Friday).
Central banks are created to solve liquidity problems, mainly bank runs. Still, given the situation,
they may be forced into dealing with insolvency issues as well. This poses a significant problem.
Insolvency means firms need revenue … a lack of which implies a loan will go sour. With loans
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there is an expectation of payback. The Fed chief noted that the CB is not in the business of
making grants (no expectation of repayment). Hence, companies that were profitable before the
crisis and most likely will be once the crisis is passed will clearly have an indeterminant period
where they will be illiquid and technically insolvent. In other words, loans may need to be written
off. If central banks become overly concerned about getting their money back, they are only
going to lend to obviously solvent businesses. However, whilst these outfits need cash for
working capital reasons, it is the temporarily insolvent which need the money most. Here, either
governments need to 100% back loans (some have for certain sectors) or provide a backstop for
central banks so the risk is eventually borne by the government. Again, some financing has been
provided (e.g. US Congress providing the Fed with $454bn of capital) but the use of this will still
represent a political problem as the government will need to define how much risk to take with
public money.
In case the politicians need a nudge … the Atlanta Q2 GDP estimate stands at 16.6% annualized
contraction. This is roughly 4% q/q. EMU contractions were deep in Q1 and will be deeper with
significantly rising unemployment in Q2 (EC Spring forecasts are due Thursday). The UK’s OBR
reckons a 35% Q2 contraction is reasonable to expect, something the BoE Governor sympathizes
with. There is a very high risk that a major part of the unemployment becomes structural rather
than temporary. Redundancy announcements (under the corporate restructuring banner) are
coming through. Given the state of corporate cashflow, the days of generous packages may be
over. UK airline BA for instance has made pilots redundant on statutory terms only. More
companies report earnings which may reveal more such programs. The outlook from most
businesses matches that of central banks – a slow recovery at best. To try and prevent longerterm economic damage, lockdown easing plans and reaction (secondary infection waves) in those
places already traversing this road will be watched closely. Thus, news from those companies
researching a vaccine is a major, mainly equity, market mover. EC President Ursula von der Leyen
holds a virtual summit (Monday) with global leaders to talk about raising $8bn to help develop a
coronavirus vaccine.

This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead. For the full piece, web subscribers can see HERE.
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US High Yield Landscape Transformed in April
By Peter Knapp
After a dismal March, fraught with downgrades and losses, April finished strong and with
positive returns. The Bloomberg Barclays HY OAS for April returned 4.51%, after being down
11.50% in March. As part of the monetary policy initiative announced on April 9th, the Fed
stated fallen angel and HY ETF's would be included in their securities purchases. The
expanded purchases, perceived by the market as a backstop, included fairly strict parameters,
but was praised by investors. The Fed action that started in the HG market, was a tailwind for
HY, which had already begun to improve three trading days prior. The Fed announcement
was made early in the morning on April 9, and led to the HY average tightening by eighty six
basis points (-86) that day. The HY average tightened a total of one hundred eighteen basis
point (-118) from 881 to 763, and to make a point, happened amidst a storm of news and
credit events.
After March saw five deals totaling just over $4bn, April was a complete turnaround, with 56
deals totaling $33.1bn priced. The month was off to a relatively slow start, when on April 2,
Restaurant Brands broke the ice when it priced a $500m 5nc2 senior secured notes issue.
Still, with the HY market only beginning to thaw, only ten deals totaling $5.775bn had been
priced prior to April 13, which was the first trading day following the unprecedented Fed
move the day prior. The balance of the month saw over $27bn priced in 46 deals. The
predominant structure remains 5nc2 and secured in some fashion, although unsecured is
becoming increasingly common. With the risk and liquidity concerns easing as the month
progressed, the primary markets accepted a more diverse array of credit quality, including
CCC rated issues, to which the market was all but closed earlier in the month. To make a
point, CCC credits were never part of the Fed's expanded purchase policy, but were gradually
accepted by the market as fears eased. The markets came full circle, as Del Monte Foods
(DELMSP) issued 5nc2 senior secured notes with proceeds and cash on hand to refinance
their capital structure. The successful pricing Friday followed an unsuccessful attempt in early
March due to virus fears and risk aversion caused them to withdraw the deal due to market
conditions.
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Three new HY deals were announced Thursday, with two pricing. Hanesbrands (HBI) issued an
upsized $700m 5nc2 senior unsecured notes with proceeds to repay their revolver and for
GCP, Alight Solutions [Tempo Acquisitions] (TEACLL) issued an upsized $300m 5nc2 senior
secured notes with proceeds for GCP. On Friday, Del Monte Foods (DELMSP) issued 5nc2
senior secured notes with proceeds and cash on hand to refinance their capital structure.
Nine deals were priced last week totaling $7.05bn.

Mdy
Ba3
B1
Ba1
B1
Ba3
B2
Ba2
Baa2

S&P
BB
B
BB+
BB+
BBBB
BB+
BBB-

Size
700
300
700
50
650
600
250
3500

Issue
HBI 5 3/8 05/15/25
TEACLL 5 3/4 06/01/25
ARNC 6 05/15/25
KALU 6 1/2 05/01/25
POL 5 3/4 05/15/25
MTN 6 1/4 05/15/25
JELD 6 1/4 05/15/25
DAL 7.00 05/01/25

This is an excerpt from Friday’s US High Yield Weekly. For the full report, web subscribers can click HERE

Avg
+$0.929
Init Px
Bid
Ask
Δ
100 100.125 100.375 +$0.125
100
100 100.98 +$0.000
100 100.625 101.125 +$0.625
101
101.75 102.75 +$0.750
100
101
101.5 +$1.000
100
103 103.125 +$3.000
100
101
102 +$1.000
100
102.25 102.75 +$2.250
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Asia Credit Insight: Primary US$ Activity Bounces Back in April
By Andrew Perrin, Sylvia Xu APAC Credit
The APAC primary US$ market registered US$23.735bn of issuance in April 2020 courtesy of 24
individual issuers across 33 separate tranches. Although down 34.6% year-on-year from the
US$36.294bn issued in April 2019, last month's volume still marked a sharp bounce-back from
March 2020's multi-month low at US$6.329bn. It also lifted year-to-date regional supply to
US$132.567bn, which was running just 0.40% behind last year's pace at US$133.102bn for the
same four-month period, after what was such a frenzied start to this year which saw regional US$
issuance volumes break historical records.

In Asian cash credit markets, the Bloomberg Barclays Asia $ IG Index Avg OAS (BAIGOAS)
managed to claw back 8.6bp to 257.7bp over the month following such a historically
unprecedented sell-off in March, while its high yield counterpart (BAHYOAS) tightened by
146.6bp to 994.4bp during the same period.
continued page 6
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Asia Credit – cont’d
Jurisdiction China, for the first time since July 2017 lost
its usual dominant position to Malaysia, thanks to the
latter's state-owned oil giant Petroliam Nasional
Berhad (Petronas), which printed a whopping US$6bn
144A/Reg S three-part jumbo deal on April 14th,
single-handedly contributing 25.3% of total US$
issuance. China, meanwhile, was close behind in
second place with a contribution of 24% or
US$5.685bn of April's total, boosted by dual-tranche
transactions from Baidu, Inc, China National Travel
Service Group and Wharf REIC.
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Sector breakdown SSA/SOE/LGFVs dominated with
69.3% or US$16.448bn of the total monthly US$
issuance volume. This was a considerable jump in
percentage terms from the prior month’s 26.8%
contribution and was easily sufficient to knock financial
borrowers from the top spot. The sharp increase of
SSA/SOE/LGFV supply was attributed to a slew of solid
high grade familiar sovereign/state-owned issuers,
including jumbo transactions from Petronas and
Republic of Indonesia and other deals from the likes of
Republic of the Philippines.

Market Type The 144A/Reg S category clinched top
spot with 39.6% or US$9.4bn of APAC US$ issuance
volume in April, boosted by the US$6bn deal from
Petronas. Following closely behind was SECregistered issuance which made up 32.2% of the total
at US$7.65bn thanks to sovereign issues from
Indonesia and Philippines as well as Baidu Inc's
US$1bn 2-part notes. At the bottom was the Reg S
only category at 28.2% despite historically having
regularly been the most popular format thanks to
China's usual dominance in the offshore market.

continued page 7
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Asia Credit – cont’d
Rating Investment grade bonds overwhelmingly dominated
monthly volume at 94.6% of the total, which equated to
US$22.45bn. This was once again attributed to the fact that lower
beta high grade issuers spearheaded the recovery of primary US$
supply in April . Unrated issuers made up the balance of supply at
5.4%, all of which were Chinese names spanning the LGFV, Property
and 'non-property' Corporate sectors. High yield issuers were
conspicuous by their absence in April 2020 though, especially
when, for example, compared to the same month last year when
high yield names were responsible for US$11.704bn of supply in
April 2019 which equated to 32.2% of the monthly total.

Maturity Regional issuers favoured the longer-end of the curve in
April 2020 as reflected by the fact that US$9.4bn or 39.6% of APAC
US$ supply in the month was targeted at maturities longer than 10years, while another US$6.15bn or 25.9% of the total was aimed at
the 8-10 year maturity bucket. The 3.5-6 year bracket was a close
third with US$5.2bn or 21.9% of total supply as the 5-year
benchmark maturity remained a popular choice for financial
investment grade names and others as usual. The short-end of the
curve was less fancied by regional borrowers however, as reflected
by the US$2.985bn or 12.6% of supply in the 0-3.5 year maturities, a
scenario which is largely due to the absence of offshore supply from
Chinese property companies and other higher beta mainland
borrowers that typically gather in this part of the curve.

Source: Informa Global Markets (IGM)
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The GBP Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 9
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The GBP Week – cont’d
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.2300-1.2550.
A big focus remains on the response to COVID-19. At Sunday's daily press briefing, Cabinet
Office minister Gove indicated there would be "a phased approach" to (returning to
normal).
The PM will wait to Sunday to reveal his "roadmap" out of the lockdown, which is said to
include reduced hot-desking and alternatives to social distancing where it is not possible in
workplaces. Also, employers will be urged to minimise numbers using equipment, stagger
shift times and maximise home-working amid concerns and hopes for changes to
commuter practices.
The BBC does report hospital admissions have fallen, along with the number of critical care
beds being used, but comparisons to the rest of Europe continue and France, Italy and
Spain register their lowest daily death tolls for weeks as they prepare to ease restrictions
(earlier).
A busy DATA slate this week too. See bottom right of the Dashboard, the Citi UK economic
surprise index stands at a historic low of -84.6 ahead of the remainder of the PMIs through
the week. Recall the manufacturing version came in at 32.6 Friday. The composite is
forecast at 12.9!!
The BOE comes Thursday and though a fresh move cannot be ruled out, an increase in QE
will be more likely in June or early Q3.
RISK - Mainly looking negative, including Brexit talks expectations. Also, we initiated
a short at 1.2525 on the 1st for a 1.2000 area return (leaving the stop through the 100dma at 1.2745 at 1.2765). In our Seasonality for May Viewpoint, we wrote 'GBP can quickly
give back ground traditional gains made in Apr. Thanks to BofAML who say May is the
worst month for GBP/USD with an average decline of 2.3% since 2010. It also appears to
have intensified in recent years, i.e. 2018 and 2019'.
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• A potential multi-week bullish wedge/triangle pattern is growing closer to resolution,
with the 200-DMA (approx. 1.2655) now coming under increasing pressure
• An eventual break higher is favoured, targeting 1.2726/1.2849 (28 Feb low/12 Mar
high) next ahead of 1.2977 (11 Mar high)
• Below 1.2389 (29 Apr low) threatens further congestion/deeper setback
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Brazil's Political Crisis Compounds Risks to Economic Reform
Agenda
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Ed Blake, Chief FI Technical Analyst
The resignation of Brazilian Justice Minister Sergio Moro has triggered the single most important
crisis to date for President Bolsonaro's administration, raising the risk of yet another impeachment
in Brazil, just five years after Dilma Rousseff's removal from power.
Justice Minister Moro, a former judge behind the Carwash probe, has accused Bolsonaro of firing
the country's top police chief in an effort to hamper police investigations into his own supporters
and gain access to classified information. His claims have since been heard by the country's
Supreme Court, which has launched an investigation into the President for corruption and
obstruction of justice.
And all at a time when the government should be focused on steering the economy through Latin
America's largest coronavirus outbreak.

Bolsonaro on a path of self-destruction: fires ministers, popularity falling
Bolsonaro has done himself no favours in recent months. His dismissive attitude towards the
coronavirus, which he considers to be no more than a 'little flu', is at odds with his own health
officials and state governors and looks to have incurred the president political costs, with his
popularity falling in opinion polls. Prior to dismissing the national police chief, which prompted Moro
to resign, Bolsonaro fired his popular health minister after a series of disagreements over efforts to
contain the virus and replaced him with an advocate for reopening the economy.
All the while, infections and death toll from COVID-19 have continued to rise. The Health Ministry
has so far confirmed more than 5,000 deaths and near 72,000 confirmed cases, veering the nation
closer to becoming one of the world's pandemic hotspots. The peak has yet to come and already the
public health system is struggling. Rio de Janeiro and at least four other major cities have warned
hospitals are on the verge of collapse, whilst morgues and cemeteries are also reported to be
overwhelmed.
Back to Index Page

According to a latest Datafolha poll, whilst Brazilians are split on impeaching Bolsonaro - with 45%
in favour and 48% opposing - the number that believe Bolsonaro should resign has risen to 46%
from 37% in the previous poll at the beginning of April. Those opposed to his resigning have
decreased to 50% from 59%.
The main reason for discontent with Bolsonaro has been his handling of the coronavirus epidemic.
The poll found 45% consider his handling to be either bad or terrible, against 27% who think he has
done a good or excellent job.

Liberal fiscal reforms & fiscal rectitude pursued by Economy Minister Guedes risk being sidelined
Bolsonaro was elected as president in 2018 on a campaign that centred on a conservative social
agenda, liberal economic policies advocated by Economy Minister Paulo Guedes and an anticorruption platform. The latter proved particularly appealing to voters in light of the Car Wash
investigations, whilst Guedes was considered Bolsonaro's saving grace among investors. Yet, only
the former conservative social agenda would appear to remain intact.
Bolsonaro's anti-corruption stance had been tarnished early on by investigations into his son,
Senator Flavio Bolsonaro, and the allegations by Moro look to be the final nail in the coffin.
Meanwhile, the coronavirus outbreak has left economists forecasting an economic contraction of
more than 3% this year. A far cry from the 2.3% growth that was anticipated back in February, while
the IMF is projecting an even greater slump of 5.3%.
continued page 11
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Brazil – cont’d
The coronavirus outbreak has already prompted an emergency support package of more than
BRL1.1tn, more than the entire projected savings from Guedes' pensions reform and the
government is on course to post a primary budget deficit of around 8% this year and a nominal
deficit, excluding interest payments of 12-13%. Thus, unwinding all and more of the fiscal
improvement of recent years (see dashboard below). Yet lawmakers from centrist parties have
reportedly been calling for Bolsonaro to do more, even if it forces the Economy Minister out of the
government. Guedes is now just one of a handful of moderates left in the Bolsonaro administration
and it is crucial for both the president's credibility and Brazilian assets that he remains.
Guedes’ latest challenge was the launch (without his approval) of the 10-year recovery plan by
Bolsonaro's Chief of Staff, Brago Netto, which would rely heavily on public investment. Bolsonaro
has since tried to assuage investor concerns that Guedes will be the next casualty of the political
crisis by publicly announcing his backing for the Economy Minister this week. He is also said to have
insisted that the 10-year recovery plan be restructured to conform with Guedes' strategy. However,
pressure to boost spending to fight the coronavirus is unlikely to dissipate and so, it is difficult to see
how political relationships will remain anything other than strained.
The waning economic outlook and record low interest rates have triggered persistent outflows that
have left the Brazilian Real the worst performing EM currency of 2020 - a position that has been
extended amid the unfolding political crisis that has both compounded the risks to Brazil's economic
reform agenda and left another Brazilian president potentially facing impeachment.
It is clear from the EPFR-tracked fund flows that investors are also not yet warming to Brazilian
bonds or equities. As can be seen in the dashboard, ytd net cumulative flows for equity funds although still positive - have staged a near persistent weekly decline from early March peaks, to be
up just 0.5% on the year. Meanwhile, bond funds have seen net outflows on a ytd cumulative basis
for the past 7 weeks, though have shown some signs of stabilisation of late which may be a function
of expectations for a continuation of the easing cycle, with the swaps curve pricing in a further 50bp
of rate cuts from the BCB in May (albeit down from expectations of 75bp prior to the flare up in
political tensions).
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Brazil – cont’d
Staying bearish on the Real
Whilst the risk of a Bolsonaro impeachment is not yet significant - the immediate focus will likely
stay fixed on steering the economy through the coronavirus crisis - it has the potential to develop
as such, should investigations yield potentially damaging findings against the president and should
he face problems further down the line in securing Congressional support (his relationship with
Congress is already strained). The more pressing concern, however, remains the tensions with the
government and the threats posed to economic reform and fiscal responsibility. For now,
Economy Minister Guedes looks to be fighting to retain control over the budget and seemingly
with the support of Bolsonaro, which has offered some support to Brazilian assets in recent
sessions, but pressure for government spending to revive the economy is growing.
It is for these reasons, that we are staying bearish on the Brazilian Real and expect USD/BRL to
remain vulnerable to upside spikes, despite the recent pullback from its 5.7456 record high on 24
April.
According to the charts, daily studies are easing and a deeper USD/BRL correction is now possible
towards 4.9740/5.0507 (25 March/9 April higher low), before attempts to resume the uptrend
are likely to resume, with longer-term studies remaining constructive.
• Accelerated the uptrend to 5.7456 (24 April record high, near 5.7601 - equality of
1.5290/4.2478 rally from 3.0413), before retreating through 5.3528 (3 April former high)
• Daily studies are easing and a deeper correction is possible towards 4.9740/5.0507 (25
March/9 April higher low), before we see attempts to resume the uptrend
• Longer-term studies remain constructive and suggest an eventual return above 5.7456
targeting 5.9304/6.0000 (double equality projection of 3.0413/4.2133 rally from 3.5864 and
the psychological barrier)
• Only below the 4.9740 higher low would avert and suggest broader topping
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Euro Corp Snapshot: Supply Increases as Conditions Remain
Supportive
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
The European corporate bond market started the new month with a supply blank, which
came after a record-breaking month of April which saw EUR65.82bn of euro IG/split-rated
corporate supply hit the tape – overtaking the month of Sep 2019 (EUR63.25bn) as the
largest month ever.

That marked a 41% increase from the previous week's EUR8.175bn with corporates the only
asset class to see an increase week-on-week as total supply dropped to EUR33.005bn (from
EUR60.865bn) as Friday's holiday, earnings and Thursday's ECB meeting helped keep a lid on
supply.

Largest EUR corp months on record:

Source: IGM
Friday's goose egg, which comes amid a holiday in much of Europe (May/Labour Day),
means that the weekly euro haul finished up at EUR11.525bn courtesy of 17 tranches from
nine separate borrowers.
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Euro Corps – cont’d
In regard to the ECB, the central bank left rates on hold, announced new pandemic
refinancing operations for banks and said it is prepared to extend PEPP for as long as needed
and at a higher rate than the current EUR750bn if needed (more here).
The dovish comments from the central bank should support further corporate issuance in
the near-term, with issuers keen to hit the euro market to raise capital at a time when
earnings are being hampered by ongoing Covid-19 lockdowns.
And whilst issuers are keen, investors are also more than willing to place their cash in the
European credit market if last week's trades are anything to go by, with the average cover
ratio coming in at 5.4x.
Ireland-headquartered building materials company CRH Plc stood out with the borrower's
EUR2bn 3.5/6.5/10yr three-part trade attracting blowout demand of EUR14.2bn. That in
turn allowed the company to ramp in pricing an eye-catching 45-55bps from IPTs to reoffer
and secure funding 5-13bps through its existing curve.
Overall the average premium paid last week fell to just 3.5bps (11.5bps prior week) which
should provide encouragement to those other corporates monitoring the market ahead of a
potential trade.
Notable though was that US oilfield services provider Schlumberger which left more on the
table (35-40bps) Tuesday when oil prices remained under pressure amid intensifying
concerns about the coronavirus crisis and dwindling storage capacity. Brent hit as low as
21.92/brl on Tuesday, although has since recovered to 26/brl on Friday with output cuts,
hopes for demand recovery and easing storage concerns all in the mix.
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China Insight: Scenario of Local Govt Bond Supply Before NPC
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Beijing announced that the National People's Congress (NPC) will commence its annual
meeting on 22 May, after being postponed from 5 March due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
Nobody is sure if the year 2020 GDP growth target will be announced there given the deep
downturn in Q1. If a target is given, we guess it is going to be at an achievable level, say 3%
or slightly lower. No matter whether a growth target will be given, we will definitely see a
bigger fiscal budget deficit number and higher CPI target in the annual Government Work
Report (GWR) announced at the NPC.

We expect a significant increase in the headline fiscal budget deficit to 4.5% or even 5.0%
of GDP in 2020, from the budgeted 2.8% in 2019, given a declining fiscal revenue and an
expanding expenditure. Meanwhile, a quota of special local government bond issuance at
CNY3.5tn (not surprising if’s as high as CNY4tn) will be given. Moreover, the CPI inflation
target will likely be raised to 3.5%.

In regard to local government bond issuance, we expect to see a huge supply of local
government bonds in May after an issuance of CNY1000bn local government special bonds
(i.e. the third batch of local government special bonds for 2020) was announced.

In April this year, we saw a seasonal decline in local government bond supply, which will be
followed by an increase in May and June (chart 1). Repeating its pattern in previous years,
supply will remain abundant in Q3, we believe.

continued page 16
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China Insight – cont’d
Just in April, 5-year paper accounted for 24.21% of the total supply of local government
bonds, while 7-year only 13.43%. In the longer end, 10-year paper accounted for 23.7% of
the total, while 15-year and longer-dated 38.66%. But take a look at the year-to-date
picture, we note 10-year paper accounts for 38.68% of the total, up more than 10% from
2019 (chart 2). If this is the trend for the rest of the year, 10-year and longer-dated paper
will become predominant in the total supply over the rest of the year.
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Historically, net OMO injection size increases whenever local government bond supply is
picking up (chart 3). Given that supply in April this year was small, we were not surprised by
PBOC's decision to stop making net OMO injection throughout the whole month. With
supply picking up sharply in May, we will see PBOC resume net injection after the 5/1
holiday.
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Know The Flows: Flows Into Money Market Funds YTD
Exceed $1 Trillion
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
With key meetings, decisions and data points at, or after, the end of the latest reporting period,
flows for most EPFR-tracked fund groups during the final week of April were subdued. Money
Market Funds saw by far the biggest inflows in cash terms, taking in a net $91.5 billion that
pushed their total year-to-date over the $1.1 trillion mark.

Moving to cash aside, investors did show some positive conviction when it came to Turkish and
Australian debt, junk bonds, several sectors, Mexican equity and funds with socially responsible
(SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates. Funds dedicated to European,
Korean, South African and Brazilian equity, meanwhile, experienced above average redemptions.

Overall, the week ending April 29 saw EPFR-tracked Bond Funds attract a net $10.5 billion and
Alternative Funds $212 million. Equity Funds posted a collective outflow of $6.7 billion – with
Emerging Markets Equity Funds accounting for half of that headline number -- while $1.7 billion
flowed out of Balanced Funds. Commitments to Dividend Equity Funds hit a seven-week high.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, Total Return and Municipal Bond Funds posted
outflows for the seventh time in the past nine weeks, High Yield Bond Funds recorded their fifth
consecutive inflow and Mortgage Backed Bond Funds extended their longest redemption streak
since an 11-week run ended in 1Q17. Turkey Bond Funds posted their second straight inflow
record and flows into Italy Bond Funds climbed to a 10-week high.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Euro$ M0 Future – Awaits New Contract Highs to 99.830
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Surged from 98.380 (6 February low) to 99.765 (16 March contract top), before easing to
range over 99.270 (19 March low)

•

Bulls are now resuming the broader uptrend and improving/constructive studies suggest a
return to 99.765

•

A clearance would target Fibonacci projections at 99.830/99.840, perhaps 100.020 on
extension

•

Only below 99.475 (21 April low) cautions and signals extended bullish consolidation above
99.270/99.305

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy dips as we await a break over 99.765 targeting the 99.830/99.840 resistance cluster,
possibly 100.020. Place a stop under 99.475

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

100.310
100.195
100.020
99.840
99.765

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

99.475
99.270
99.195
98.990
98.805

Resistance Levels
Equality projection of 96.670/98.710 rally from 99.270
.618 projection of 99.270/99.765 from 99.270
.5 projection of 99.270/99.765 from 99.270, just over the psychological 100.00 barrier
.382x 99.270/99.765 from 99.270, near .764 projection of 96.670/98.710 rally at 99.830
16 April 2020 contract high
Support Levels
21 April 2020 minor higher low
19 April 2020 higher low, near 8 April 2020 higher low at 99.305
38.2% retrace of 99.270/99.765 rally and 4/5 March 2020 lows at 99.220
3 March 2020 low, near 50% retrace of 99.270/99.765 rally at 99.020
28 February 2020 low, near 61.8% retrace of 99.270/99.765 rally at 98.840
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GBP/USD – Pressure Building on The 200-Day MA
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Sharp “V” shaped reversal off the March 1.1412 low suggests a more enduring recovery is
underway
• Ascending wedge/triangle pattern, just beneath the 200-Day MA, builds momentum for an
eventual break higher

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy for a target of 1.3200. Below 1.2389 threatens further congestion/deeper setback,
before bulls re-group.

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.3200
1.2977
1.2849
1.2726
1.2648

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.2518
1.2389
1.2248
1.2166
1.1934

Resistance Levels
9 March 2020 high, near the 3 February 2020 high at 1.3215
11 March 2020 high
12 March 2020 high
28 February 2020 low
14 April 2020 high, near the 200-Day MA (approx. 1.2655)
Support Levels
28 April 2020 high
29 April 2020 low
21 April 2020 low
7 April 2020 low
20 March 2020 high, near the 25 March 2020 high at 1.1973
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CRB Raw Industrials – Near-Term Bounce Then Lower
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Fell from 468.36 (17 January lower high) through 22-1/2month bear channel support to
establish new 4-1/4 year lows

•

Daily Momentum divergence suggests a bounce, but 420.39-433.47 should cap allowing
fresh easing

•

Sub 407.63 marks new 4-1/2 year lows and exposes 397.31 (2015 base), below which
marks new 11-year lows to 381.26

•

Only over 433.47 (7 October 2019 former lows) would suggest short-term basing and
relieve for 438.00/445.16

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into near-term corrective gains towards 420.39 amid risk to 397.31/381.26. Stop and reverse
on a clearance of former significant lows at 433.47/433.89

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

454.64
445.16
438.00
433.47
420.39

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

407.63
397.31
381.26
358.08
345.96

Resistance Levels
5 March 2020 high, near 76.4% retrace of 468.36/407.63 fall
61.8% retracement of 468.36/407.63 fall
50% retracement of 468.36/407.63 fall
8 October/3 December 2019 former lows at 433.47/433.89, near 38.2% of 468.36/407.63
6 April 2020 high, near 23.6% retrace of 468.36/407.63 fall
Support Levels
22 April 2020 low, near 13 January 2016 higher low at 407.54
2015 low – 24 November
21 May 2009 low
22 April 2009 low, near 28 April 2009 low at 358.95
9 February 2009 former high
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